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Abstract: We present an overview of current research in automotive software metrics data collection, focusing 

on efforts underway in the software development in terms of faults, failures and changes.  Using some new 

techniques, we are able to collect accurate data so that we can easily measure our project errors free and also 

taking very less time and efforts. Such new techniques can be used by software analyst/engineer can easily 

extract and evaluate data in flexible manner. Generally, raw data concern with most common problems such as 

faults, errors, defects, anomalies and bugs. In this regards we apply some new automotive techniques for 

software metrics data collection so that we can easily define data and collect data in appropriate way. In this 

research paper we also define some observation of software development, testing, system operation and 

maintenance problems in terms of faults, failures and changes. Whenever a problem is observed, its key 

elements are automatically recorded, and finally we can investigate causes and cures in appropriate way. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Software metrics are often not absolute; they provide us with a systematic way to assess quality based on a set 

of clearly defined rules. They also provide the software engineer with on-the-spot, rather than after-the-fact 

insight. This enables the engineer to discover and correct potential problems before they become catastrophic 

defects. We consider measures that can be used to assess the quality of the product as it is being engineered. 

These measures of internal product attributes provide the software engineer with real time indication of the 

efficacy of the analysis, design, and code models; the effectives of test cases; and the overall quality of the 

software to be built. Here, we will agree that high-quality software is an important goal. Every software analyst 

and developers are also agreeing with this point. But the main question is raised how do we define quality? 

Quality to be “striving for excellence in reliability and functions by continuous improvement in the process of 

development, supported by statically analysis of the causes of failure” Quality as “high level of user satisfaction 

and low level of faults/defects, often associated with low complexity”. The next question how quality can be 

achieved? In this regards we have to collect some metrics for grading the software quality and also some 

observation of software development, testing, system operation and maintenance problems in terms of faults, 

failures and changes. This research paper defines the good data, its associated attributes, complete observation 

and new techniques for data collection. 

There are many different types of customers for a metrics program. This adds complexity to the program 

because each customer may have different information requirements [1]. Customers may include: 

(a) Functional Management: Interested in applying greater control to the software development process, 

reducing risk and maximizing return on investment. 

(b) Project Management: Interested in being able to accurately predict and control project size, effort, 

resources, budgets and schedules. Interested in controlling the projects they are in charge of and communicating 

facts to their management. 

(c) Software Engineers/Programmers: The people that actually do the software development. Interested in 

making informed decisions about their work and work products. These people are responsible for collecting a 

significant amount of the data required for the metrics program. 

(d) Test Managers/Testers: The people responsible for performing the verification and validation activities. 

Interested in finding as many new defects as possible in the time allocated to testing and in obtaining confidence 

that the software works as specified. These people are also responsible for collecting a significant amount of the 

required data. 

(e) Specialists: Individuals performing specialized functions (e.g., Marketing, Software Quality Assurance, 

Process Engineering, Software Configuration Management, Audits and Assessments, Customer Technical 

Assistance). Interested in quantitative information upon which they can base their decisions, finding and 

recommendations. 

(f) Customers/Users: Interested in on-time delivery of high quality software products and in reducing the over-

all cost of ownership. If a metric does not have a customer, it should not be produced.  
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II. What are Software Metrics? 

Software metrics are an integral part of the state-of-the-practice in software engineering. More and more 

customers are specifying software and/or quality metrics reporting as part of their contractual requirements. 

Industry standards like ISO 9000 and industry models like the Software Engineering Institute’s (SEI) Capability 

Maturity Model Integrated (CMMI®) include measurement. Companies are using metrics to better understand, 

track, control and predict software projects, processes and products [1][2]. 

 

III. Some Basic Measurement Theory 

The use of measurement is common. We use measurements in everyday life to do such things as weigh 

ourselves in the morning or when we check the time of day or the distance we have traveled in our car. 

Measurements are used extensively in most areas of production and manufacturing to estimate costs, calibrate 

equipment, assess quality, and monitor inventories [6]. Science and engineering disciplines depend on the rigor 

that measurements provide, but what does measurement really mean? 

According to Fenton, "measurement is the process by which numbers or symbols are assigned to attributes of 

entities in the real world in such a way as to describe them according to clearly defined rules". An entity is a 

person, place, thing, event or time period. An attribute is a feature or property of the entity. To measure, we 

must first determine the entity. For example, we could select a car as our entity. Once we select an entity, we 

must select the attribute of that entity that we want to describe. For example, the car’s speed or the pressure in 

its tires would be two attributes of a car. Finally, we must have a defined and accepted mapping system. It is 

meaningless to say that the car’s speed is 65 or its tire pressure is 75 unless we know that we are talking about 

miles per hour and pounds per square inch, respectively. Software entities of the input type include all of the 

resources used for software research, development, and production. Each of these software entities has many 

properties or features that we might want to measure. We might want to examine a computer's price, efforts, 

performance, or usability. We could look at the time or effort that it took to execute a process, the number of 

incidents that occurred during the process, its cost, controllability, stability, or effectiveness. We might want to 

measure the complexity, size, modularity, testability, usability, reliability, error-free, accuracy or maintainability 

of a piece of source code [3]. So, software metrics programs must be designed to provide the specific 

information necessary to manage software projects and improve software engineering processes and services 

[4][10]. 

 

IV. DATA AND PROBLEMS TERMINOLOGY 

There are really two kinds of data with which we are concerned: Raw data results from the initial measurement 

of process, product or resource. But there is also a refinement process, extracting essential data elements from 

the raw data so that analysts can derive values about attributes. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Process of defining data 

A.  Good Data 

Good data concern with following attributes: 

Correctness: It means that the data were collected according to the exact rules of definition of the metric. 

Accuracy: It refers to the difference between the data and the actual data. 

Consistent: Data should be consistent from one measuring device or person to another, without large differences 

in value. Thus, two evaluators should calculate the same or similar function-point values from the same 

requirements document.  

Precision: It deals with the number of decimal places needed to express the data. 

Associated: It should be associated with a particular activity or time period.  Also, data should be time-stamp, so 

that we know exactly when were collected. This association of values allows they were collected. This 

association of values allows us to track trends and compare activities. 

Replicated: All types of data related to project are stored in a historical database, so that baseline measure can be 

established and organizational goals set [5]. Thus, it is very important to access the quality of data and data 

collection before data collection begins. 
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B. Problem Creates Problems 

Fault – A fault occurs when a human errors results in a mistake in some software product. That is the fault is 

encoding of the human error. 

Failure – A failure is the departure of a system from its required behavior. Failure can be discovered both before 

and after system delivery, as they can occur in testing as well as in operation. 

Anomalies – We usually mean a class of faults that are unlikely to cause failure in themselves but may 

nevertheless eventually cause failures indirectly. 

Defect – It normally refer collecting to faults and failure. However, sometimes a defect is a particular class of 

fault. 

Bugs – It refers to faults occurring in the code. 

Crashes – Crashes are a special type of failure where the system ceases to function. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Problem to Problems 

C.    Observation on Problems 

Whenever a problem is observed, we want to record its key elements, so that we can then investigate causes and 

cures. Here we observed W5H3 strategy.   

Location: Where did the problem occur?  

Timing: When did the problem occur?  

Symptom: What was observed?  

End result: Which consequences resulted? 

Cause: Why did it occur?  

Mechanism: How did it occur?  

Severity: How much was user affected?  

Cost: How much did it cost?  

A failure reflects the user’s view of the system, but a fault is seen only by the developer. Thus, a fault report is 

organized much like a failure report but has very different answers to the same questions [7]. In case of timing 

we observed following: When the fault is created? When the fault is detected? When the fault is corrected? 

Fault can be classified under following categories: 

 Logic problem 

 Computational problem 

 Interface/timing problem 

 Data problem 

 Documentation problem 

 Document quality problem 

 Enhancement 

 

D.   Failure Severity 

Severity describes how serious the failure’s end result was for the service required from the system. Severity can 

be classified under following categories: 

Catastrophic: failure involves the loss of one or more lives, or injuries causing serious and permanent 

incapacity.  

Critical: failure causes serious permanent injury to a single person but would not normally result in loss of life to 

a person of good health. This category also includes failures causing environmental damage.  

Significant: failures causing light injuries with no permanent or long-term effects.  

Minor: failure results neither in personal injury nor in a reduction to the level of safety provided by the system. 

 

E.  Changes 

Once failure is experienced and its cause determined, the problem is fixed through one or more changes. These 

changes may include modification to any or all of the development products, including the specification, design, 

code, test plans, test data, and documentation [5]. Change reports are used to record the changes and track the 
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product most fault prone module, as well as other development products with unusual members of defects [9] 

[11]. Changes are made for one of four reasons: 

Corrective: in that it is correcting a fault that has been discovered in one of the software products. 

Adaptive: the system changes in the hardware and some part of software and given product must be adapted to 

preserve functionality and performance. 

Preventive: A change also occurs for preventive maintenance, when developer discovers faults by combining the 

code to find faults before they become failures. 

Perfective: rewriting documentation or comments or renaming a variable or routine in the hope of clarity the 

system structure. 

Table 1: Failure Report Format 

Failure Report 

Location Such as installation where failure was observed. 

Timing  Clock time, CPU time, Temporal measure. 

Symptom Indication of failure or type of error message. 

Mechanism Chain of events, leading of failure. 

Cause Reference to possible fault(s) leading to failure. 

Severity Reference to well define scale, such as “major”, “minor” and “critical”. 

End Result Description of failure, such as operating system crash, service degraded loss of data. 

Cost Cost to fix plus cost of lost potential business. 

Note: - All these attributes are recorded at the time the failure occurs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4:  Fault location in different areas 

 

V. DATA COLLECTION METHODOLOGY 

Since the production of software is an intellectual activity, the collection of data requires human observation and 

reporting. Planning for data collection involves following several steps: 

Step1: We must decide which products to measure, based on our Goal Question Metrics (GQM) analysis. 

Step2: Determining the level of granularity 

Step3: Making sure that the product is under configuration control.  

Step4: Indentify each entity involves in the measurement process. 

Step5: Establish procedures for handling the forms, analyzing the data and reporting the results. 

Table 2: Data identifier notation 
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Metrics are expensive to collect, report, and analyze so if no one is using a metric, producing it is a waste of 

time and money. Here, the metrics program is to select one or more measurable goals. The goals we select to use 

in the Goal/Question/Metric [1] will vary depending on the level we are considering for our metrics. At the 

organizational level, we typically examine high-level strategic goals like being the low cost provider, 

maintaining a high level of customer satisfaction, or meeting projected revenue or profit margin target. At the 

project level, we typically look at goals that emphasize project management and control issues or project level 

requirements and objectives. These goals typically reflect the project success factors like on time delivery, 

finishing the project within budget or delivering software with the required level of quality or performance. At 

the specific task level, we consider goals that emphasize task success factors. Many times these are expressed in 

terms of the entry and exit criteria for the task. Software metrics programs must be designed to provide the 

specific information necessary to manage software projects and improve software engineering processes and 

services. Organizational, project, and task goals are determined in advance and then metrics are selected based 

on those goals. The metrics are used to determine our effectiveness in meeting these goals. When talking to our 

customers, we may find many of their individual needs are related to the same goal or problem but expressed 

from their perspective or in the terminology of their specialty. Many times, what we hear is their frustrations. 

For example, the Project Manager may need to improve the way project schedules are estimated. The Functional 

Manager is worried about late deliveries. The practitioners complain about overtime and not having enough time 

to do things correctly. The Test Manager states that by the time the test group gets the software it’s too late to 

test it completely before shipment. When selecting metrics, we need to listen to these customers and, where 

possible, consolidate their various goals or problems into statements that will help define the metrics that are 

needed by our organization or team. 

 
Fig. 5: GQM model 

It is clear that data collection planning must begin when project planning begins, and that careful forms, design 

and organization are needed to support good measurement. The actual data needed to support good 

measurement. The actual data collection takes place during many phases of development [12][13]. In general, 

data should be collected at the beginning of the project to establish initial values, changes to reflect activities 

and resources being studied [14]. It is essential that the data collection activities become part of the regular 

development process [15]. We have seen how o decide what to collect and how to define it, how to plan the 

collection, how to design the forms, and how to map the measures to the process. Once we have captured the 

data, we must store it in a way that supports analysis and feedback. 

 

VI. DATA STORAGE SYSTEM 

Raw software engineering data should be stored on a database, set up using a database management system. 

Here we will use an automated tool for organizing, storing and retrieving data [7], [8], [12]. Languages are 

available to define the data structure, insert, modify, delete and refine data.  

Our database will support of system reliability based on reported failure data.  

 Each rectangular box is a table in the database, and an arrow denotes a many to one mapping from one 

table to another. Thus given an entity in the source table, uniquely identify one and only one, associated 

entity in the target table.  

 A double arrow means that there is at least one entity in the source table that maps to every entity in the 

target.  

 Mapping define the constraints the preserve the logical consistency of the data. 

 Product is a table of the products being measured. 

 Product version is a table of all base line product versions.  

 Installation contains a list of all installations on which these product version are run, and product 

version installation records the availability of a baseline version of a product on an installation, with it 

times of delivery and withdrawal.  
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 Period defines the start and end of each of several successive periods of calendar time, covering the 

time during which a product is being measured. 

 
Fig. 6: Complete layout of data storage system 

 

VII.   CONCLUSION 

The actual data needed to support good measurement. The actual data collection takes place during many phases 

of software development. Using some automotive techniques for software metric data collection we are able to 

collect accurate data so that we can easily measure our project errors free and also taking very less time and 

efforts. Such new techniques can be used by software analyst/engineer can easily extract and evaluate data in 

flexible manner.  
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